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                Coffee

                	
                      All Coffee
                    
	
                      Light Roasts
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                      5LB Bags
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                Spring Cleaning Savings Event!

                Enjoy up to 50% OFF Select Brewware.


                
                  SHOP THE BREWWARE SALE
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                    Brew Wear
                  


            

          

        

      
	
        Subscriptions
      
	
        Our Cafes & Menus
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                    Milwaukee

                    This is where we started. We have 12 locations in Milwaukee and the surrounding regions including our Headquarters and our Roastery.

                  

                  
                    
                      Visit Milwaukee
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                    Madison

                    Get the Colectivo experience at one of our three cafes in the heart of this lively college town.

                  

                  
                    
                      Visit Madison
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                    Chicago

                    Experience our five unique Chicago cafes, from the historic charm of Andersonville with exposed brick and reclaimed furniture to the vibrant Lincoln Park patio with an outdoor fire pit.

                  

                  
                    
                      Visit Chicago
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                    Skip the Line, Get the App!

                    Get started with the Colectivo App for convenient mobile ordering and the opportunity to earn and redeem points on your favorite cafe items. Sign-up is easy, download the app to get started!

                    
                      
                        Get it on Google Play
                      
                        Download on the App Store
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                    Our Cafe Menus

                    Wether it's burritos, bowls, sandwiches, or your favorite bakery goods, we pride ourselves on working with local purveyors to use the finest and freshest ingredients the Midwest has to offer.
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                    Careers

                    Looking for a fun, growing company to start or continue your career? Look no further! We offer a wide range of opportunities for you to explore and thrive, from warehousing to cafes, admin to bakery, and much more.
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                    Our Story

                    We've come a long way in 30 years. What once started as a small idea in an old Milwaukee warehouse, has blossomed into a diverse collection of cafes serving exceptional coffee.

                    
                      
                        Our Story
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                    Rewards

                    Frequent visitor? Like free stuff? Download the app and earn loyalty points that you can redeem for FREE drinks and food.

                    
                      
                        Rewards
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                    Wholesale

                    Interested in selling Colectivo products wholesale? We'll get you set up.

                    
                      
                        Wholesale
                      
                    

                  

                

              
            

            	
                  
                  Troubadour by Colectivo, the bakery behind it all

                  
                
	
                  
                  Find Troubadour Goods
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            Skip the Line, Get the App!

            
              
                
                  Get it on Google Play
                
              
                
                  Download on the App Store
                
              
            

          

        


      

    

  






    
      



  

  
    
    
      
        
          
            

            
              The Troubadour Story

            
            
              
                
Colectivo's own Troubadour Bakery specializes in signature artisan breads and scratch-baked goods made daily in Milwaukee's Bay View neighborhood by our experienced team of bakers. Our partnerships with local farmers and producers around the Midwest provide the highest quality ingredients available.
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    Enjoy At Colectivo Cafes

    Our Troubadour Bakery makes everything from scratch every day and we distribute these baked goods to all our Colectivo cafes. From freshly baked breads, croissants, cookies, and scones—enjoy everything Troubadour has to offer at your local neighborhood Colectivo!



    
      Find a Cafe
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    Find in grocery stores

    Our artisan bread is slow-made by hand daily using real ingredients. Look for Troubadour bread and bakery items at Colectivo in Bay View and Colectivo on Humboldt along with select regional grocery partners including Outpost, Sendik's, Woodman's, Fresh Thyme Market, Metcalfe's Market and more.


    
  







  

    
    





  
    
      
        

        Multigrain

        Though we don't like to pick favorites, our Multigrain is certainly a crowd pleaser. Sunflower seeds & flax offer a little crunch and nuttiness to the delicious flavors created by our custom blend of flours. Available in loaf and half batard.
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        Sourdough

        We like to take our time with bread, using slow fermentation to build character & large crumb texture. Great for sandwiches, toast or a snack, our Sourdough is a lovely complement to any meal. Baked in small batches every day. Available in loaf and half batard.
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        English Muffins

        Our signature English Muffin with a chewy, buttery griddled exterior and soft, fluffy interior. Available in 4-packs.
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        Brioche Buns

        Our light and fluffy buns with a buttery sweetness, perfectly sized for burgers and sandwiches. Available in 4-packs.
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        Baguettes

        Classic French bread with a crunchy exterior & fluffy crumb make this a great addition to any picnic or shared meal. Available at Outpost locations only.
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        Homemade Granola

        The same granola served in Colectivo cafes! Our freshly-made granola offers a little sweetness and a lot of crunchy goodness. Rolled oats, coconut, sunflower seeds, chopped pecans, sliced almonds, and sesame seeds are baked up with just a touch of vanilla and honey to create a delicious treat. Available in 11oz bags on our webstore.
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 Fresh News
        

        Join our newsletter to receive weekly coffee promotions, upcoming events, new menu items and more!
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